Label the parts of speech in each sentence: s/v/o/adj/adv/pp
Can you find the 2 Linking Verb sentences?

1. The old woman baked a chocolate cake in the kitchen.

2. Our friends bought a new dog from the Humane Society.

3. The intelligent student asked a difficult question in class.

4. We are in Building 2.

5. Sam and Mary rented a scary movie for the Halloween party.

6. She sits in her chair and reads her favorite book in the evening.

7. The beautiful leaves on the trees in his yard are red and yellow.

8. The white clock is on the back wall in her office on the top floor of the building.

9. Max ate his tomato soup with a silver spoon.

10. We washed the dirty dishes in the sink for 20 minutes.

11. The young child told a terrible lie to his mother.

12. The students always have too much work.

13. The happy child quickly ate his ice cream.

14. Betsy usually grows red tomatoes in her garden.

15. The new movie with Harrison Ford is very bad.